Saw Trax Dual Arm Saw

Never Goes Out Of Square!
with patented Accu-square® System

*32” cross cut on 1.25” thick
28” cross cut on 6” thick
6” depth of cut

*16” or 16 5/16” blades, 1” arbor

*Self Cleaning, dust hook up in the saw and in the table

*36.5” x 60.5” Heavy duty steel table

*2 fence positions - You can cut toward or away from you

*Beveled fence system eliminates misalignment due to saw dust

*Makita 5402 NA BeamSaw attached in 3 places for stability
110 Volt, 15 amp. 2200 RPM

Two cutting choices

Push, like a circular saw. Pull, like a radial arm saw.

FASTER CUTS THAN RADIAL ARM SAWS
Why? It’s self cleaning! Dust collection is built into the table.
- Perfect for countertops!
See videos of our products on our website.

Includes Sealed Roller Bearings!

1-888-729-8729
770-974-0021
Fx: 770-975-1618

info@sawtrax.com
www.sawtrax.com